Abstract. In this paper, we classify all the orientable hyperbolic 5-manifolds that arise as a hyperbolic space form H 5 /Γ where Γ is a torsion-free subgroup of minimal index of the congruence two subgroup Γ 5 2 of the group Γ 5 of positive units of the Lorentzian quadratic form x 2 1 + · · · + x 2 5 − x 2 6 . We also show that Γ 5 2 is a reflection group with respect to a 5-dimensional right-angled convex polytope in H 5 . As an application, we construct a hyperbolic 5-manifold of smallest known volume 7ζ(3)/4.
Introduction
According to Carl Ludwig Siegel, the mathematical universe is inhabited not only by important species but also by interesting individuals. Arithmetic hyperbolic manifolds form an important species of hyperbolic manifolds. In this paper, we construct and classify some interesting individuals. These individuals are interesting because of their dimension, five, and the value, 28ζ(3), of their volume. The volumes of our 5-manifolds are interesting because the value of the Riemann zeta function at three, ζ(3), is known to be an irrational number [11] , in contrast to dimension three, where the irrationality of volumes of hyperbolic 3-manifolds is unknown.
Our manifolds are explicitly described by gluing together the sides of a hyperbolic convex polytope. These manifolds are the first examples of explicitly described complete hyperbolic 5-manifolds of finite volume. One of our examples has a group of symmetries of order 16 that acts freely on the manifold. The resulting quotient hyperbolic 5-manifold has volume, 7ζ(3)/4, which is the smallest known volume of a complete hyperbolic 5-manifold. The previous smallest known volume was 14ζ (3) which is the volume of a hyperbolic 5-manifold constructed by B. Everitt [1] . A volume lower bound of R. Kellerhals [3] suggests that our quotient manifold has very small volume and may be a minimum volume open hyperbolic 5-manifold. See our paper [9] , for the volumes of some arithmetic hyperbolic 5-manifolds.
We now set up notation. A real (n+1)×(n+1) matrix A is said to be Lorentzian if A preserves the Lorentzian inner product x • y = x 1 y 1 + x 2 y 2 + · · · + x n y n − x n+1 y n+1 .
The hyperboloid model of hyperbolic n-space is the metric space A Lorentzian (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix A is said to be either positive or negative according as A maps H n to H n or −H n . The isometries of H n correspond to the positive Lorentzian (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices. Let Γ n be the group of positive Lorentzian (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices with integer entries. The group Γ n is an infinite discrete subgroup of the group O(n, 1) of Lorentzian (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices. The principal congruence two subgroup of Γ n is the group Γ n 2 of all matrices in Γ n that are congruent to the identity matrix modulo two. The congruence two subgroup Γ n 2 is not torsion-free, but it only has 2-torsion by Theorem IX.7 of Newman [5] .
Congruence Two Subgroup
In this section, we determine the structure of the congruence two subgroup Γ 5 2 of the group Γ 5 of integral, positive, Lorentzian 6 × 6 matrices. Before reading this section, we advise the reader to read the first four sections of our paper [10] which determines the structure of Γ [12] proved that the group Γ 5 is a reflection group with respect to a noncompact 5-simplex ∆ 5 in H 5 whose Coxeter diagram is 3 s 
Let Σ 5 be the group generated the first five matrices in the above list of matrices. Then Σ 5 is the group generated by the reflections in the sides of ∆ 5 incident with the vertex (1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 3/2). Therefore Σ 5 is isomorphic to a spherical 4-simplex reflection group whose Coxeter diagram is obtained from the Coxeter diagram of Γ 5 2 by deleting its right most vertex and its adjoining edge. Hence Σ side of P 5 is obtained from a regular ideal 4-simplex S 4 by gluing on a corner 4-simplex onto each side of S 4 . Hence, each side of P 5 is congruent to the polytope P 4 described in our paper [10] . The group of symmetries of P 5 = Σ 5 ∆ 5 is Σ 5 which is a subgroup of index two of the group of symmetries of R 5 . The dihedral angles of P 5 are the dihedral angles of the attached corner 5-simplices between corner sides, and so P 5 is a right-angled polytope. It is worth noting that L. Potyagailo and E. Vinberg [6] have proven that a 5-dimensional, right-angled, hyperbolic polytope of finite volume has at least 16 sides, and so P 5 is a 5-dimensional, right-angled, hyperbolic polytope of finite volume with the smallest possible number of sides.
The polytope P 5 has 16 sides, five of them are coplaner with the coordinate hyperplanes We now describe the 16 matrices that represent the reflections of H 5 in the sides of P 5 . Five of the sides of P 5 are coplanar with the coordinate hyperplanes x i = 0, for i = 1, . . . , 5. The reflections in the five coordinate hyperplanes are represented by diagonal matrices with diagonal entries all 1 except for a −1 in the ith diagonal slot. The polytope P 5 has 10 sides each of which is perpendicular to three of the coordinate hyperplanes in all 10 combinations of three coordinate hyperplanes. The matrices representing the reflections in these 10 sides are obtained from the matrix
by conjugating by a permutation matrix of the first five coordinates. Note that the three diagonal ones can lie in any one of the 10 combinations of three diagonal positions in the first five diagonal slots. The remaining side of P 5 is not incident with any of the coordinate hyperplanes. We call this side the far side of P 5 . The reflection of H 5 in the far side of P 5 is represented by the matrix are ideal vertices of small sides, with each ideal vertex shared by two small sides in adjacent orthants, for a total of (5 · 32)/2 = 80 ideal vertices of small sides, which we call small ideal vertices. The 80 small ideal vertices are obtained from (0, ±1, ±1, ±1, ±1, 2) by permuting the first five coordinates.
We next describe the ridges (3-faces) of Q 5 . The polytope Q 5 has 560 ridges of two different types. The polytope P 4 has 10 sides, each of which is congruent to the polyhedron P 3 described in our paper [10] . See Figure 1 . The polyhedron P 3 has five vertices, two actual and three ideal, and six sides, each of which is an ideal right triangle congruent to P 2 . All the dihedral angles of P 3 are right angles. The polytope Q 5 has 10 · 32 = 320 small ridges congruent to P 3 . Each small ridge is a side of just one small side of Q 5 and just one large side of Q 5 . Let S and T be adjacent sides of P 5 that are both perpendicular to three coordinate hyperplanes. These two sets of three coordinate hyperplanes have two hyperplanes in common. The intersection of S and T is a ridge R of P 5 , and so R is congruent to P 3 . Now R is perpendicular to the two common coordinate hyperplanes and lies in the other two coordinate hyperplanes. Let K R be the subgroup of K 5 generated by the reflections in the two coordinate hyperplanes perpendicular to R. Then K R leaves the 3-plane of H 5 spanned by R invariant. Hence the four ridges {kR : k ∈ K R } of copies of P 5 subdividing Q 5 are coplanar. These four copies of P 3 form a ridge K R R of Q 5 . The intersection of the four copies of P 3 forming K R R is a hyperbolic ray which we call the axis of the ridge K R R of Q 5 . The axis of the ridge K R R is an edge of R joining a large ideal vertex to an actual vertex of R. The polyhedron K R R is congruent to the top half of the rhombic dodecahedron Q 3 in Figure 5 of our paper [10] . See Figure 2 . The polyhedron K R R has nine vertices, four actual and five ideal, and nine sides, four triangles congruent to P 2 , four rhombi made up of two copies of P 2 glued together along a line edge, and an ideal square congruent to Q 2 . All the dihedral angles of the polyhedron K R R are right angles. A large side of Q 5 has 20 sides, eight small sides in common with adjacent small sides of Q 5 and 12 large sides in common with adjacent large sides of Q 5 . Thus Q 5 has a total of 40 · 8 = 320 small ridges congruent to P 3 and (40 · 12)/2 = 240 large ridges made up of four copies of P 3 glued together around a common ray edge.
Let v be a large ideal vertex of Q 5 and let T be a large side of Q 5 with ideal vertex v. Each large side of T , with ideal vertex v, is adjacent to four large sides of T , with ideal vertex v, along its four rhombic faces. Therefore the link of the ideal vertex v in T is a cube and T has six large sides with ideal vertex v. The polytope Q 5 has eight large sides with ideal vertex v. Each large side of Q 5 , with ideal vertex v, is adjacent to six large sides of Q 5 with ideal vertex v. Hence the link of the large ideal vertex v of Q 5 is a 4-cube. Let T be a large side of Q 5 with large ideal vertices v and w. Then T has six large sides with ideal vertex v and six large sides with ideal vertex w. Each large side of T , with ideal vertex v, is adjacent to a large side of T , with ideal vertex w, along a common ideal square face. Each large side of T is adjacent to four small sides along its four triangle faces and each small side of T is adjacent to six large sides of T along its six triangle faces.
Let u be a small ideal vertex of Q 5 and let S be a small side of Q 5 with ideal vertex u. The link of u in S is a cube. Hence the small side S of Q 5 is adjacent to six large sides of Q 5 with ideal vertex u. Let R be a large ridge of Q 5 with ideal vertex u. Then u is a vertex of the ideal square face of R. The link of u in R is a rectangle made up of two adjacent squares. Let T be a large side of Q 5 with ideal vertex u. Then two adjacent large sides of T , with a common ideal square face, have u as an ideal vertex. Hence the link of u in T is a rectangular box made up of two adjacent cubes. Thus T has four large sides and two small sides with ideal vertex u. Finally, the link of the small ideal u in Q 5 is a rectangular 4-box made up of two adjacent 4-cubes. Thus Q 5 has six large sides and two small sides with ideal vertex u. The large side T of Q 5 has 8 · 2 = 16 actual vertices, two large ideal vertices, and (8 · 3)/2 = 12 small ideal vertices.
The polytope Q 5 has 1360 2-faces of three different types, triangles congruent to P 2 , rhombi made up of two copies of P 2 , and ideal squares. Each triangle face of Q 5 is a face of a small side of Q 5 . Now P 3 has six faces congruent to P 2 and P 4 has ten sides congruent to P 3 . Hence P 4 has 30 triangle faces. Therefore Q 5 has 32 · 30 = 960 triangle faces. Let F be a rhombic face of Q 5 . Then F is a face of a large ridge of Q 5 , and so F has a large ideal vertex v. Hence F corresponds to an edge in the link of v. The link of v is a 4-cube. A 4-cube has 32 edges. Therefore Q 5 has 10 · 32 = 320 rhombic faces. Let S be an ideal square face of Q 5 . Then S is a face of a large ridge R 0 of Q 5 with large ideal vertex v. Now R 0 is the intersection of two large sides T 1 and T 2 of Q 5 with large ideal vertices u, v and v, w, respectively. The ridge R 0 is adjacent to a large ridge R i in T i along S for i = 1, 2. The ridges R 1 and R 2 are adjacent along S in the large side T 3 with large ideal vertices u and w. Thus S is a face of exactly three large ridges in Q By a computer search, we found that there are exactly 6,616,152 proper sidepairings of Q 5 , all of whose elements are orientation preserving, of the form described in Lemma 1. These side-pairings fall into 55,168 equivalence classes under equivalence by a symmetry of Q 5 . The classification of integral, congruence two, orientable, hyperbolic 5-manifolds of minimum volume is summarized in our next theorem. , then the equations of the supporting hyperplanes of the horospheres are ±x 1 − x 6 = −1 which have e 6 as their only common solution in H 5 . The two horospheres based at ±v that are tangent at the origin also pass through 32 actual vertices of Q 5 , and these 32 vertices represent another self-tangency point of the maximum cusp. For example, if v = e 1 + e 6 , then the 32 actual vertices are (±2, ±1, ±1, ±1, ±1, 3). These two horospheres are also tangent to 48 centers of ideal square faces of Q 5 , and these points represent 6 more self-tangency points of the maximum cusp. For example, if v = e 1 + e 6 , then the 48 centers of ideal square faces are the 48 points obtained from (±1, 0, 0, ±1, ±1, 2) by permuting the middle four coordinates. Thus, the boundary of a maximum open cusp of M of vertex cycle order 2 is tangent to itself at 8 points.
The boundary of a maximum open cusp of M of vertex cycle order 16 is also tangent to itself at 8 points. For example, if the cycle of ideal vertices consists of the 16 ideal vertices (0, ±1, ±1, ±1, ±1, 2), the maximum open cusp is represented by 16 open horoballs based at the ideal vertices (0, ±1, ±1, ±1, ±1, 2) whose horosphere boundaries are supported by the hyperplanes whose equations are
Each of these horospheres is tangent to 4 adjacent horospheres. These 4 · 16/2 = 32 tangency points are the 32 points obtained from (0, 0, ±1, ±1, ±1, 2) by permuting the middle four coordinates. These 32 points represent four self-tangency points of the maximum cusp. Each horosphere passes through 8 actual vertices of Q 5 . These 8 · 16 = 128 vertices are obtained from (±1, ±2, ±1, ±1, ±1, 3) by permuting the middle four coordinates. These 128 vertices represent another 4 self-tangency points of the maximum cusp.
All the self-tangency points of the maximum cusps of M consist of only 16 points. Each of these 16 points is a self-tangency point of the boundary of exactly 
with an even number of minus signs. Each of these horospheres are tangent to 6 adjacent horospheres. These 6·8/2 = 24 tangency points are the 24 points obtained from (0, ± √ 2/2, ± √ 2/2, 0, 0, √ 2) by permuting the middle four coordinates. These 24 points are centers of large sides of Q 5 and represent 12 self-tangency points of the maximum cusp of M .
The boundary of a maximum open cusp of M of vertex cycle order 2 or 16 is tangent to itself at 8 points as in the 10 cusp case. Thus, the cusps of vertex cycle order 1 or 8 are intrinsically different from the cusps of vertex cycle order 2 or 16. In fact, the volume of a maximum cusp of vertex cycle order 1 or 8 is 16 whereas the volume of a maximum cusp of vertex cycle order 2 or 16 is 8. Thus, a 12-cusped manifold has 4 large maximum cusps and 8 small maximum cusps. Now an isometry between 12-cusped manifolds must map small maximum cusps to small maximum cusps, and so the self-tangency points of the boundaries of the small maximum cusps are canonical points of a 12-cusped manifold. There are a total of 16 canonical points of a 12-cusped manifold represented by the 16 actual vertices of the polytope P 5 . after inside-out operations on Q 5 that yield the same manifold. After comparing the new side-pairings with the old ones, up to symmetry of Q 5 , the number of manifolds is reduced to 3607.
Let φ : M → M ′ be an isometry between two of these 10-or 12-cusped manifolds. Let c and c ′ be the point of M and M ′ , respectively, represented by the center e 6 . Now c is a canonical point of M , and so φ(c) is a canonical point of M ′ . By applying an inside-out operation to M ′ if φ(c) = c ′ , we may assume that φ(c) = c ′ . Letφ : H 5 → H 5 be the lift of φ such thatφ(e 6 ) = e 6 . Let Γ and Γ ′ be the discrete groups generated by the side-pairings of Q 5 that glue up M and M ′ , respectively. Then Q 5 is the Dirichlet polytope for Γ and Γ ′ centered at e 6 by Lemma 1. As Γ ′ =φΓφ −1 , we have thatφ maps the Dirichlet polytope for Γ centered at e 6 to the Dirichlet polytope of Γ ′ centered at e 6 . Thereforeφ is a symmetry of Q 5 . As the 3607 manifolds have been classified up to symmetry of Q 5 , we deduce thatφ is a symmetry of the side-pairing of Q 5 for M , and so M = M ′ . Thus the classification of these manifolds up to isometry is complete.
Side-Pairing Coding
In this section, we describe the coding that we use to specify the side-pairings of Q 5 for the integral, congruence two, hyperbolic 5-manifolds of minimum volume. Reading this section is necessary only if the reader wants to reconstruct one of the manifolds in Tables 3,. . . ,6.
We encode an element diag(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , 1) of K 5 , where each a i = ±1, by
expressed as a single base 32 digit 0, . . . , 9, A = 10, . . . , V = 31. Table 1 gives the Lorentz normal vector s i of the ith side S i of Q 5 for i = 1, . . . 72. The side-pairing map that maps the side S ′ i to the side S i is of the form r i k i where r i is the reflection in side S i and k i is an element of K 5 such that S ′ i = k i S i . We have necessarily in these manifolds that the large sides pair in groups of four so that k 4i−3 = k 4i−2 = k 4i−1 = k 4i for i = 1, 2, . . . 10 and then the remaining 32 small sides all pair in a similar fashion with k 41 = k 42 = · · · = k 72 . Thus it suffices to take k 1 k 5 k 9 k 13 k 17 k 21 k 25 k 29 k 33 k 37 k 41 as an eleven digit base 32 code for the side-pairing.
By permuting coordinates, a given manifold may have several different encodings. Moreover there is an inside-out operation that takes the Q 5 fundamental domain apart and rearranges the pieces to give another side-pairing of Q 5 for the same manifold. We take only one representative coding for each manifold and count the number of symmetries of the manifold that give the same side-pairing (these are all of the possible symmetries of the manifold). Thus the last digit of the code represents how the small sides pair, and by a symmetry we may as well take k 41 coded by 1, 7, or V = 31, i.e., the small sides map with k i = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), diag(−1, −1, −1, 1, 1, 1), or diag(−1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 1). Finally, it is worth noting that the form of the side-pairing maps described above implies that all the torsion-free subgroups of Γ 5 2 of minimal index are normal. Tables 3-6 Table 3 , the four large cusp link types are listed last.
Tables of Manifolds
There are 27 orientable, closed, flat 4-manifolds up to homeomorphism according to J. Hillman [2] and R. Levine [4] . We denote these 27 manifolds by O in the order of Table D in Levine's thesis [4] . We also denote manifolds O Table D of his thesis [4] .
The fundamental group of the link of a cusp of any one of our 5-manifolds is represented by a parabolic subgroup of Γ 5 2 , and so is conjugate to a subgroup of a stabilizer of an ideal vertex of P 5 . The link of an ideal vertex of P 5 is a Euclidean 4-cube, and so the stabilizer of an ideal vertex of P 5 is the reflection group in the sides of a Euclidean 4-cube. The holonomy group of the reflection group in the sides of a Euclidean 4-cube with one vertex at the origin and sides on the four coordinate hyperplanes of R 4 is an elementary 2-group of rank 4 generated by the reflections in the four coordinate hyperplanes of R 4 . Thus, the holonomy groups of the links of the cusps of our 5-manifolds are elementary 2-groups. These groups have rank at most two by Levine's computation of holonomy groups. Thus, the holonomy groups of the links of the cusps of our 5-manifolds are elementary 2-groups of rank 0, 1, or 2. The closed orientable flat 4-manifolds, with an elementary 2 holonomy group, are the manifolds A, . . . , L.
We denote the six orientable, closed, flat 3-manifolds by O Table 2 lists the homeomorphism type, first homology group, mapping torus type, and holonomy group of the manifolds A, . . . , L. The mapping torus types of the manifolds A, . . . , L were determined by expressing
The manifolds A and B are determined by their first homology groups. The manifold C is determined by its first homology and holonomy groups. The manifolds D and E are determined by their first homology groups. The manifolds F and G have the same first homology and holonomy groups and mapping torus type. We distinguished these manifolds by their fundamental groups. The manifold G does not occur as a link type of one of our 5-manifolds. The manifold H is determined by its first homology and holonomy groups and mapping torus type. The manifolds I and J have the same first homology and holonomy groups and mapping torus type. We distinguished these manifolds by their fundamental groups. The manifold K is determined by its first homology and holonomy groups and mapping torus type. The manifold L is determined by its first homology and holonomy groups. The manifold L does not occur as a link type of one of our 5-manifolds.
The coordinate hyperplane cross-sections of the links of the cusps of our 5-manifolds are totally geodesic hypersurfaces. The mapping torus types of the links of the cusps of our 5-manifolds were determined by finding a connected orientable cross-section with a connected complement. Such a cross-section determines a mapping torus decomposition of the link of a cusp, since the link of each large ideal vertex of Q 5 is a 4-cube and by an inside-out operation on Q 5 we can represent any cusp by a cycle of large ideal vertices of Q 5 . Our first example of a minimal volume, integral, congruence two, hyperbolic 5-manifold was a nonorientable manifold M constructed by Steven Tschantz in 1993 by gluing together the sides of the polytope Q 5 by hand. The side-pairing code for M is 2549A81IKGV. The manifold M is the nonorientable hyperbolic 5-manifold of volume 28ζ(3) mentioned in Ratcliffe [8] 
, and H 4 (M ) = 0. The manifold M has 10 cusps all of which are nonorientable. Five of the links of the cusps have their first homology group equal to Z 3 ⊕ Z 2 and five have their first homology group equal to Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 . The manifold M has at least 160 symmetries. In our paper [10] , we showed that there are 3 orientable and 10 nonorientable minimal volume, integral, congruence two, hyperbolic 3-manifolds and there are 22 orientable and 1149 nonorientable minimal volume, integral, congruence two, hyperbolic 4-manifolds. In this paper, we showed that there are 3607 orientable minimal volume, integral, congruence two, hyperbolic 5-manifolds, and so we expect that there are hundreds of thousands of nonorientable, minimal volume, integral, Table 5 . The first 60 orientable, 10-cusped, minimum volume, integral, congruence 2, hyperbolic 5-manifolds (cont.)
Lifts to H 5 of the isometries α and β of M are represented by the Lorentzian matrices
Let N be the quotient manifold under the action of this group of order 16. Then N is an orientable hyperbolic 5-manifold with two cusps. The cusps of N have type D and P . We have H 1 (P ) = Z ⊕ Z 4 . The mapping torus type of P is O Table 6 . A selection of the other orientable, 10-cusped, minimum volume, integral, congruence 2, hyperbolic 5-manifolds
The holonomy group of P is a dihedral group of order eight. The manifold P is determined by its first homology group and its mapping torus type. The cusp of N of type D is covered by the two cusps of M of type A while the cusp of N of type P is covered by the 8 cusps of M of type D. The manifold N has The polytope Q 5 is subdivided into 32 copies of the polytope P 5 by the five coordinate hyperplanes x i = 0 for i = 1, . . . 5, and so the manifold M can be subdivided into 32 copies of P 5 . The subgroup of symmetries of order 16 of M whose orbit space is N acts freely on the 32 copies of P 5 subdividing M , and so N can be described by gluing together two copies of P 5 . Let ρ be the reflection in the second coordinate hyperplane x 2 = 0. Then the polytopes P 5 and ρ(P 5 ) are adjacent along a common side. We shall describe a side-pairing for the two polytopes P 5 and ρ(P 5 ) that glues up to the hyperbolic 5-manifold N . Table 7 lists the Lorentz normal vectors of the sides of P 5 and ρ(P 5 ). We order the sides of P 5 and ρ(P 5 ) by the ordering in Table 7 . The ith side of {P 5 , ρ(P 5 )} is paired to the jth side of {P 5 , ρ(P 5 )} for (i, j) = (1, 13), (2, 18), (3, 8) , (4, 6) , (5, 20) , (7, 22) , (9, 16) , (10, 19) , (11, 25) , (12, 29) , (14, 24), (15, 31), (17, 30), (21, 23), (26, 32), (27, 28). The Lorentzian matrices that pair the ith side to the jth side are given below. The second matrix is the identity matrix because side 2 of P 5 is equal to side 18 of ρ(P 5 ). The set P = P 5 ∪ ρ(P 5 ) is a right-angled convex polytope with 20 sides. The above side-pairing of {P 5 , ρ(P 5 )} determines a facet-pairing of P in the sense of §11.1 of [7] so that P is an inexact fundamental polytope for the discrete group Γ generated by the above 16 matrices. The hyperbolic manifold N is isometric to the space form H 5 /Γ. All the entries of the generators of Γ are integers, and so Γ is a torsion-free subgroup of Γ 
